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GreyMatrix Apparel Solution
GreyMatrix for Sage 300 is the comprehensive add-on for distributors and retailers. This add-on ensures
effective inventory management as per style, size and colors, simplifying procurement, sales and distribution.
This allows distributors and resellers to achieve transparency, traceability and accountability in their business
operations with reduced time-to-market.
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Manage inventory according to style, size & color

GreyMatrix Report Format

Features
Items comprise of Colour, Size, Style and
Images

Automated inventory generation using
Style Master

Captures unlimited Style, Color and Sizes
data

Option to generate Generic Reports Along
with Style images

Document Numbering
Greytrix Document Numbering for Sage 300 is a powerful add-on to standardize and deliver consistent
document number generation. This add-on offers the enterprise with a simple and cost-effective document
numbering system that makes critical documents easy to use, manage and secure making effective tracking of
critical business documents.
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Transaction numbers based on Location,
Account set, Location | Account Set, Bank code
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User Defined Document Numbering

Features
User defined, unique document numbering
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Transaction numbers based on Location |
Account Set | Account Set / Location | Bank
Code

Email us at sage@greytrix.com for free Trial or NFR copy

Document Attachment
Greytrix Document Attachment add-on for Sage 300 gives accounting personnel the benefit of accessing
important documents and attaching them at the click of a mouse button. This add-on streamlines business
processes, centralizes documentation on a single platform with data integrity, making paperless documentation
possible.
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Document Overwrite / Deletion Authorization
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Historic Transaction Posted

Features
Simplified document tracking and viewing
historic transactions

Document override / delete authorization

Three way PO matching
Greytrix Sage 300 Three way Purchase Order matching is an add-on that highlights the discrepancies in the
three important documents of the purchasing process – Purchase Orders, Order Receipts, and Invoices. The
add-on will cross-check the item order quantity with the receipt quantity and if the latter is more than the former,
it alerts the user with the error notification.
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Verification of item order quantity with receipt quantity
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Alerts on discrepancy in Quantity

Features
Quick Verification of item order quantity with
receipt quantity

Notification of automated alerts in case of
discrepancies detected in Quantity

Easily configurable validation rule

www.greytrix.com
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Auto Bank Reconciliation
Greytrix Sage 300 Auto Bank Reconciliation add-on automates account balance and transaction detail by giving
users the option of automatically reconciling bank statements in CSV format in addition to the standard OFX
format supported by Sage 300 ERP. This includes importing data from ERP and bank files, comparing account
balances and transactions between bank statements and accounting records in Sage 300.
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Import CSV statements

Reconcile CSV Statements

Features
Reconciles bank statement with data from
different formats in a single click

Minimizes manual errors during bank
reconciliation

Faster reconciliation process

Automated data entry and improved data
integrity

Automatic marketing of cleared cheque

Bill of Lading
Greytrix Bill Of Lading is a comprehensive product for Sage 300 ERP that allows users to create, view, e-mail,
and print a formatted bill of lading that serves as a legal document the between a shipper and carrier. Bill of lading
for Sage 300, picks up orders, or shipments, and generates bill of lading for the selected order. This ensures
authenticity for exporters to receive payments and importers to receive the merchandise they order.

Features

Bill of Lading for Multiple Orders

Easy creation of bill of lading against
Orders and Shipments
Create bill of lading including multiple
Orders and Shipments
Comprehensive
reporting
with
standard information, like total weight,
nature of goods, total number of
packages, address of shipper, consignee
and bill-to locations
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Sage 300 Integrations
GUMU™ for eCommerce Magento - Sage 300 Integration
Behind any eCommerce website there is a real business to manage, where you’ll need solutions like inventory
management, accounting software with an interface to enhance usability and improve sales. Greytrix enhances
the online purchase journey for merchants with integrated eCommerce Magento - Sage 300 solution. GUMU™
for Magento – Sage 300 is an integration application that seamlessly manages and integrates eCommerce
websites with back office Sage 300 system by synchronizing major modules such as Customers, Products,
Orders, Shipments, Payments, Invoices and Inventory.
Customers
Invoices

Shipments

Products

GUMUTM

Pricing
Stock
Updates

Payments

Orders

Features

BENEFITS

Bi-directional data integration

Simplified order processing

Flexible and Scalable

Automated data synchronization

Eliminate data redundancy

Seamless scheduling

Customer specific pricing

User friendly interface

Multi-Store / Company integration

GUMU™ for Salesforce – Sage 300 Integration
Greytrix offers an in-house developed GUMU™ integration for Salesforce - Sage 300 systems. This integrated
system streamlines enterprises’ front and back office operations delivering seamless, real-time, bi-directional
integration that plays a pivotal role in unlocking the potential of enterprise data to make smarter and faster
business decisions.
With GUMU™ integrated Salesforce – Sage 300 systems,
Features
users can link / unlink Customers from Salesforce to
Sage 300. Sales reps can create orders and promote
Real-time information view
new customers on the go, through any smart devices
capable of accessing Salesforce.com. Additionally, sales
Authorization control for different users
teams benefit from a real-time inventory count update
by location to maintain proper inventory levels, thereby
Linking existing customers
optimizing your investments in Sage 300 and Salesforce.
Flexibility to configure custom fields
GUMUTM

Easy to promote Customers and Sales Order
Compatible with portable devices

www.greytrix.com
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Other Sage 300 Add-ons

Back to Back Order

OE Quote Revision

Maintain optimum inventory levels by linking
specific supply order to each customer order and
attain transparency about the Sales orders with
Greytrix Back to Back PO.

Create and revise multiple sub-quotes from the
original quote sent to prospect customers with
Greytrix Sage 300 OE Quote Revision add-on.

Bulk Invoicing for Sage 300

Drop Shipment for Sage 300

Greytrix Bulk Invoicing for Sage 300 allows
businesses to automate the process of generating
invoices in bulk from multiple shipments for
multiple customers. This results in a user friendly
and accurate book keeping, saving the crucial
resource time that is spent on processing individual
invoices.

Greytrix Sage 300 Drop Shipment add-on allows
users to generate Purchase Order from Sales
Order and also create automatic Drop shipment on
PO receipt posting. The purchase created for drop
shipment can be printed from Sales Order screen.
This add-on improves inventory management and
reduces shipping costs.

General Ledger Utilities
GL Batch Creation in 2 database simultaneously

Source

Target

Greytrix adds value to the General Ledger module of Sage 300 automating
financial processing and real-time visibility to financial transactions.
The GL Batch Creation in two databases simultaneously automates
concurrent updation of GL batches in source and target database as per
Target database fiscal calendar setting.
Account
Receivable

GL Drill Up
Greytrix Sage 300 GL Drill Up automates drill up from sub ledger
transactions to GL, reconciliation of AP / AR invoice with GL. The
add-on also allows journal entries to be viewed from the particular
document.

Trial balance
Debits Credits
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Account
Payable

General Ledger

Date wise GL Trial Balance
Greytrix Sage 300 Date wise GL Trial Balance gives users the option to
extract trial balance reports only for a specified fiscal period. Reports can
be extracted for opening balance, net change and closing balance possible
for user defined date range and these reports can be exported in Excel or
PDF format.

Email us at sage@greytrix.com for free Trial or NFR copy

Sage 300 | Sage 300c Services
Greytrix Sage 300 | Sage 300c solution and services
Greytrix with an expertise of over a decade’s experience offers best-in-class Sage 300 customizations and
development services to Sage 300 business partners and Sage PSG worldwide. Greytrix team of highly
experienced and certified Sage 300 Techno-functional consultants ensures that customer requirements are
always met. With vast expertise in Sage 300, we don’t limit ourselves to development alone but provide you
with a variety of choices from development to consulting to implementation. Greytrix is the one stop solution
provider for any of your Sage 300 related needs.

Why Greytrix?

20+
Years

in business & a Premier Gold
Development Partner for
Sage ERP and CRM needs
catering across Resellers and
Partners

1000+

Team of Certified Techno-functional engineers and consultants
with a working experience for

Man years of experience
in Sage 300 Development and
Consulting Services

250+

500+

consultants out of which

25+

work exclusively on Sage 300
Development

unique Customers across

30+

Different countries

Key Offerings
Bespoke Customizations in Sage 300 Upgrading to
higher versions
Dedicated migration team to migrate data from any
ERP to Sage 300 | Sage 300c Technical Expertise
Techno-functional support (Both On-site and
Off-site)
Installation and Configuration
Third party product development and integration

Technical Expertise
Our Technical Expertise include, but is not
limited to
Sage 300 SDK and Views Development
Crystal Report
Sage 300 SDATA
Sage Business Intelligence Reporting
Sage 300 | Sage 300c Screen Customization

Onsite Development

.NET API
Sage 300 Macro Development
SOAP Based Web Services
Sage 300c Web Screen Customization
Sage 300c Customized Views Development

www.greytrix.com
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ABOUT US
Greytrix - Sage Premier Gold Development Partner is a one stop provider for
all your Sage ERP and Sage CRM needs. We provide complete end-to-end
assistance for you pre-sales technical consultations, product customizations,
data migration, system integrations, third party add-on development and
implementation expertise.

Want to know more ?
Email us at : sage@greytrix.com / accpac@greytrix.com
Website : www.greytrix.com
Blog : http://www.greytrix.com/blogs/sageaccpacerp

Connect with us:
Twitter : https://twitter.com/greytrix
Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/Greytrix
Google+ : https://plus.google.com/+GreytrixSage/posts
LinkedIn : https://www.linkedin.com/company/greytrix-india-pvt-ltd
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/user/greytrixsage

